by V. VOLOSHIN (Received 20 April, 1992) In this note we consider a finite graph without loops and multiple edges. The colouring of a graph G in A colours is the colouring of its vertices in such a way that no two of adjacent vertices have the same colours and the number of used colours does not exceed A [1, 4] . Two colourings of graph G are called different if there exists at least one vertex which changes colour when passing from one colouring to another. If F n is a full (also known as 'complete') graph on n vertices, & < n , then
If £" is empty (also known as 'null' or 'totally disconnected' graph on n vertices) then
\X\ = n be a graph and G o = (*", K o ), X 0^X0 \X 0 \ = m be an induced subgraph of G. Let also x,y <= Xbe two non-adjacent vertices in G. We construct the graph G, from G by joining x and _y by an edge and the graph G 2 , obtained from G by contracting x and y into single vertex. Then we can observe that the following equality is true:
where Gi = Go = G o if x,_y ^ A'o, and G o , Go are the subgraphs induced respectively by X ih X 0 U{x,y} otherwise. It is so because P ( G 0 c G 2 , M , A ) equals the number of colourings for which x and y have the same colour.
If we perform this operation further as much as possible we obtain 
.
/=i/=/
One can derive many properties of / > (G 0 <=G, /LA,A) which are the generalization of usual properties of P(G, A) [2, 3] . For example when considering the case E k c E n we obtain an "algebraic" result:
COROLLARY [3] . The coefficients in the expansion of /j,"'A"~m ( l < / n < n ) /mo r/ie powers of form /i. 
